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Abstract 

ENRESA is the Spanish organization responsible for long-term management of all categories of 
radioactive waste and nuclear spent fuel and for decommissioning nuclear installations. It is also in charge 
of the management of the funds collected from waste producers and electricity consumers. The national 
policy about radioactive waste management is established at the General Radioactive Waste Plan by the 
Government upon proposal of the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism. Now the Plan in force is the 
Sixth Plan approved in 2006. The policy on spent nuclear fuel, after description of the current available 
options, is set up as a long term interim storage at a Centralized Temporary Storage facility (CTS, or ATC 
in Spanish acronym) followed by geologic disposal, pending technological development on other options 
being eligible in the future. After a site selection process launched in 2009, the site for the ATC has been 
chosen at the end of 2011. The first steps for the implementation of the facility are described in the present 
paper. 

1. Introduction 

ENRESA is the Spanish organization responsible for long-term management of all categories of 
radioactive waste and nuclear spent fuel and for decommissioning nuclear installations. It is also in charge 
of the management of the funds collected from waste producers and electricity consumers. The national 
policy about radioactive waste management is established at the General Radioactive Waste Plan by the 
Government upon proposal of the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism. ENRESA presents every four 
years or when so required a draft of such Plan as well as a yearly report, which includes the financial 
provisions. Now the Plan in force is the Sixth Plan11, which was approved in 2006. The Plan states the 
current Spanish situation in terms of radioactive waste generation; it discusses the different options 
available for radioactive waste management and sets the different ways of management. For the spent fuel, 
the preferred option is an open cycle and its final disposal at a deep geological repository. As this option 
needs ample societal acceptation and technical development, it is decided to store the spent fuel 
temporarily. For the number of nuclear facilities and the size of Spanish program, a centralized storage is 
chosen. The Plan prioritizes the establishment of such a facility but admits ad-hoc solutions for nuclear 
installations for as long as the centralized facility is not in operation. This interim solution also allows for 
further technical development in the field of deep geological disposal, but also in advanced reprocessing 
options, to let future generations take a decision on the fate of spent fuel. The Plan also establishes an 
important R&D program to cope with all this objectives. 

Given these premises, the Spanish Government launched a route plan to develop a centralized temporary 
storage facility in Spain. It was called ATC, for its Spanish acronym: “Almacén Temporal Centralizado”. 

                                                      
11 General Radioactive Waste Plan. 6th Revision, June 2006. Ministry of Industry, Spain.  
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This will receive all the HLW and spent fuel of the Spanish nuclear program, including those generated in 
previous reprocessing contracts of Spanish fuel abroad. This installation should then accommodate some 
7000 t of heavy metal (around 20.000 fuel assemblies for 40-y operation of NPPs), vitrified HLW and 
MLW from those reprocessing contracts and MLW whose contents are not able to be managed at the 
existing facility of El Cabril for MLW, LLW and VLLW. In particular, the MLW coming from very 
activated reactor parts and operational wastes that will arise during D&D of NPPs. The expected 
operational life of the ATC is 60 years. The ATC will also be part of a bigger Technological Center, 
including laboratories for research and development in the field of radioactive waste management; and a 
business development center as well. 

ENRESA, as the public company in charge of the radioactive waste management in Spain, assists the 
Authorities and the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism in this task. After screening of the different 
technologies available for a centralized facility, a conceptual design was developed using vaults with 
passive cooling (Fig. 1). This was called Generic Design as its intention was not to be associated to any 
site. The Generic Design was presented to the CSN, the independent Authority for Nuclear Safety in Spain, 
and got its approval in 200612. 

Figure 1: Conceptual design of the ATC main process 

 
 
The Spanish Government, then, launched a site selection process13, following a COWAM (COmmunities 
and WAste Management) approach, namely, a volunteering process to host the site. The Government set 
an Inter-ministerial Commission with representatives from six different ministries. This Commission was 
assisted by a Technical Advisory Committee to prepare the criteria and specifications that the different 
candidates had to meet to volunteer for hosting the site. The site selection process was launched in 2009. 
14 municipalities volunteered all over Spain (islands were excluded from the process). 6 of them were 
excluded for administrative reasons (lack of fulfillment of any of the requirements requested in the site 
selection procedure). In 2010, the Commission released a report14 characterizing the remaining 8 
candidates, being all of them classified as “acceptable” and, among them, 4 were classified as “suitable” 
(Fig. 2). In December 2011, the Government decided Villar de Cañas (Cuenca) as the selected site15. The 

                                                      
12 CSN Agreement of June 28th, 2006 
13 Secretary of State for Energy Resolution, dated December 23rd, 2009, published in the BOE that same day. 
14 Report of the Inter-ministerial Commission www.emplazamientoatc.es 
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Government also requested ENRESA to design, build and operate the ATC and attached Technological 
Center; and declared the whole facility as an essential public service. 

Figure 2: “Acceptable” candidates for the site selection process 

 
 

2. The ATC components 

As the ATC facility will be a nuclear installation according to Spanish regulation, the different facilities 
that constitute the whole will be distributed in two sections: the nuclear-related installations within the 
“nuclear island” (Fig. 3) and the rest, considered in the conventional area. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
15  Secretary of State for Energy Resolution, dated January 18th, 2012, in which the Cabinet of Ministries Agreement dated  

December 30th, 2011, is published. (BOE January 20th, 2012) 
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Figure 3: Facilities in the “nuclear island” 

 
 

ATC: Main process 

The main process of the ATC, the storage of spent fuel and other HLW/MLW, is performed in a series of 
attached buildings of around 283 m long (including 12 vaults grouped in 6 modules), 37 m width and 26 m 
height. Natural draft stacks have 19 m height above the roof, for a total of 45 m height. The building for 
auxiliary services and the MLW module are also attached. The preliminary lay-out is shown at the Fig. 4 
per the Generic Design.   

Figure 4: Generic Design Layout for the ATC main process 
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MLW Module 

Building with the following dimensions: 19 x 50 x 12 m and thick shielding walls. Its final dimensions 
would be determined when the expected inventory and package types will be confirmed.  

Storage for loaded casks 

This building will receive loaded casks. It will serve for the expected inventory needs, especially during 
the first years of operation. It adds flexibility for the operation of the main facility, acting as a buffer. It 
will also serve to release at-reactor interim storage facilities currently in operation. Finally, it can be 
commissioned earlier than the main facility. Its dimensions are 80 x 40 x 21 m (approx.).  

Cask Maintenance Facility 

This facility is designed to provide for an adequate maintenance of the different range of casks to be used 
in the transport of spent fuels and other kinds of waste. It will be attached, in principle, to the reception hall 
of the ATC. It will include a hot cell for decontamination of the internal cavity of casks, another cell for 
internal maintenance and one position for external maintenance. The dimensions of this building are 60 x 
46 x 24 m approx. Next to this facility, an empty cask packing is also considered.  

Spent Fuel and Radioactive Waste Laboratory 

This facility belongs to the Technological Center in which the ATC is included. But, due to its nuclear 
characteristics, it shall be included in the “nuclear island”. It will be a building whose dimensions are 85 x 
42 x 13 m (preliminary) and will have several concrete and metallic cells, as well as glove boxes to 
perform studies on spent fuel and other wastes in support of ENRESA R&D objectives for long term 
storage and disposal. 

Support facilities: 

This set of buildings includes a General Services building: operation personnel, radiological protection, 
access control, laundry, etc.; a Technical Services building for electrical transformers, diesel generator, 
service water distribution systems, etc.; a Physical Security Post to give Access control to the “nuclear 
island” and others. 

Conventional buildings 

This set of buildings give support to ENRESA operations. It consists of the Administrative offices of 
ENRESA, services such as archive, cafeteria, support engineering offices, rooms for courses and 
formation, water purification and distribution systems, residual water management, electrical substation 
and distribution centers, meteorological and ambient data station, etc. 

The conventional laboratories, being part of the Technological Center, are also included. They are the 
following: 

– Environmental and Process Characterization Laboratory; 

– Materials Laboratory;  

– Robotics and Industrial Prototypes Laboratory.  
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Finally, an area will be left to allow for the development of businesses, whether for ENRESA or for other 
companies’ support. An industrial area will be developed including some industrial warehouses and a 
building for start-ups. 

3. First steps of the implementation of the ATC facility 

The village of Villar de Cañas offered in its candidacy file three land areas in its municipality. Once the 
Spanish Government decided Villar de Cañas as the selected site, ENRESA had to perform a preliminary 
characterization of the three areas prior to buy any of them. These works were performed in the first 
semester of 2012, after which a part of the land proposed was bought. Then, the first phase of the full 
characterization works could then be started, whose results will be used for the Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) and for the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR). The works performed include 
assessments in different fields: geography, sociology, geology, seismicity, hydrology, hydrogeology, etc. 
The second phase of the characterization of the land has also been launched and will go on during the first 
steps of the construction of the facility. This phase will deepen the knowledge of the site obtained during 
the first phase and will acquire data for the remaining needs not addressed yet. 

The ATC Generic Design is being updated taking into account the regulatory improvements performed 
since 2006, including post-Fukushima considerations, and the updated inventory of wastes to be stored at 
the facility. Some installations that were not previously considered have been included such as the Cask 
Maintenance Facility and the Loaded Cask Building. A preliminary design for the Spent Fuel and 
Radioactive Waste Laboratory has also been developed in the past years. ENRESA is now working in the 
detailed design of the facility, including the nuclear-related and conventional buildings needed, and getting 
the necessary support for performing the next steps in the construction of the whole. The results of these 
works, including those of the first phase of the characterization, will be used for the EIA and for the PSAR, 
needed for having the Construction Permit. Another important milestone is to classify for industrial use the 
land were the facilities will be built, as the site was offered as “green field”, in relation to nuclear-related 
installations. 

A R&D Program is being built around the needs of the facility, also for the contents of the Technological 
Center. A Life Management Plan considering three main axes is considered: waste behavior, in particular, 
spent fuel; concrete parts and metallic components. In fact, the SSC important for safety in the ATC all 
have to consider the behavior of these materials. Further details are given in another reference16. 

Being the planned operational life for the storage facility 60 years, the design life objective has been 
increased up to 100 years. In any case, when talking of periods of decades, assumptions of longer storage 
periods should be considered. Design life meaning has a twofold focus. On the one hand, safety is the 
paramount objective, i.e. maintaining all safety functions such as confinement, shielding, heat evacuation, 
criticality and integrity. On the other hand, future decision-making on spent fuel management options must 
not be jeopardized and the possibility to retrieve spent fuel assemblies in good conditions must be 
considered. 

A prime concern is the durability of the facility with minimum maintenance, especially in the non-
accessible parts. Durability studies for longer storage periods and surveillance of the SSCs important to 
safety have to be considered during the initial steps of the basic design and during the detailed design 
development, especially when considering the strong accessibility limitations inherent to the facility 
(temperatures, radiation).  

                                                      
16  Zuloaga, P. et al.: “Ageing management program for the Spanish low and intermediate level waste disposal and spent fuel high 

level waste centralized storage facilities”, AMP 2010, Toronto. 
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Spent fuel canisters can be retrieved from the storage wells and reopened in the existing hot-cell. Spent 
fuel assemblies can then be inspected and re-canistered. Other wastes are normally conditioned in metallic 
packages. The integrity of those wastes can be assured by keeping the packages in good conditions. 
Inspection of some packages is also considered. 

Periodic inspection of the wells’ atmosphere allow for checking canister and well integrity (both metallic 
components).  A complete vault has been planned as a reserve, in order to allow a vault to be emptied in 
case of necessity and to permit entrance, inspection and repair of the evacuated vault. Naturally, this would 
only be considered in exceptional circumstances. 

The thick walled reinforced concrete structure providing support, shielding and physical protection will be 
designed according to ENRESA previous experience for integrity of concrete for L&MLW disposal. A 
consideration will be added to take into account the HLW specificities, such as higher radiation field and 
temperatures. 

The different works are along with communication campaigns for the locals and other stakeholders to take 
advantage of the opportunities this facility will have for the community and its surroundings. 

4. Conclusions 

The Spanish General Radioactive Waste Plan establishes the Government Policy about Radioactive Waste 
Management and Nuclear Installations Decommissioning. High Level Waste and Nuclear Spent Fuel 
management priority is its interim storage at a centralized storage facility. Given these premises, the 
Spanish Government launched a site selection process that ended in December 2011 with a decision for 
siting that facility in Villar de Cañas (Cuenca). The first steps of the construction of the facility are 
presented and described.  
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